Florence, January 10, 2018

BOXEDGE and MARYANA BODNAR announce their new
single: “Under The Moon"

Italian composer and producer BOXEDGE and Ukrainian soprano Maryana Bodnar today officially announce the immediate release of their new single “Under The Moon"
“Dream again
All the tears you cried
Mean Nothing"

The song (composed and produced by BOXEDGE) is enriched by the voice of Maryana Bodnar,
and is available on all major digital stores.
The moon has always been a source of inspiration for poets and artists. It has been the subject of
poetry and music. In "Under the Moon", once again, the moon is a silent protagonist, observing
from afar a human drama that takes place in someone's mind and heart. Under the moon, in the

silence, in the darkness and in solitude pain dissolves for a while, and turns into unreal
quietness, into dream and into a caressing illusion.
The song is an original crossover between electronic music - with a particular accent on a psy
trance setting - and the sweetness of beautiful lyrical voice.
After the publication of the first single "Invocation", the two artists continue their artistic journey in
the Boxedge and Maryana Bodnar Project - Future Electronica.

Biographies
BOXEDGE (nickname by Alessandro Bemporad) is a composer, songwriter, and musician from
Florence, Italy. His productions are an exploration of electronic music, contemporary art and technology. He has produced some albums, Ep and singles, all available on the main digital stores,
ranging from ambient music to electronic pop, from techno to classic crossover. In 2017 he started
an artistic project with soprano Maryana Bodnar, a crossover between electronic music and lyrical
songs.
Maryana Bodnar is a professional Ukrainian soprano. He studied in Rome and Vienna. She
participated in master classes with E.Moser, M.Devia, D.Dessì, G.Sabbatini and A.Vandi. She participated in lyric opera productions in Austria, Italy, Germany, Ukraine, Slovakia, Poland and
Malta. She won numerous musical awards and scholarships. Since 2015 she organized and participated in projects of Neoclassical music, in particular "Night Gravity" and "Flagro".
She was invited to Malta for performing Jazz operas. In 2017 she has started an artistic project
with Boxedge, a crossover between electronic music and lyrical songs.

Link and contacts
“Under The Moon” Lyrics Video: http://www.boxedge.it/musica/moon/
Boxedge & Maryana Bodnar Project FB: facebook.com/boxedgemaryana

